COVID-19 SOLUTIONS
FLOOR TO CEILING TENSION PARTITION
*SHOWN IN X3 PANEL CONFIGURATION (12FT W)

OFFICE WALL PARTITIONS
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CLIP FLOOR TO CEILING TENSION PARTITION
*SHOWN IN X3 PANEL CONFIGURATION (12FT W)
FLOOR STANDING PARTITION

*SHOWN IN X3 PANEL CONFIGURATION (12FT W)
FREE STANDING L PARTITION

OFFICE WALL PARTITIONS
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SAFETY AND WELLNESS SHIELDS
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- Tremendous flexibility for long counters or individual work stations
- Direct mount or clamp option
- Unique hinge design allows for the shields to be flatpacked, saving 80% of shipping cost, and reducing breakage by 50%
FABRIC WALL PARTITIONS
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- High quality durable floor graphics
- Creates physical space between customers
- Slip and scratch resistant
- Apply to a wide range of surfaces
- Customizable to fit into your environment.

FLOOR GRAPHICS
DUGGAL VISUAL SOLUTIONS - 63 Flushing Avenue, Building 25, Brooklyn, NY 11205 - innoLab@duggal.com - www.duggal.com
STANDARD SIZES AND PRICING

Also available in custom sizes and designs to fit into your environment. Please contact your Duggal sales representative for pricing.

12” Diameter
SKU: FG12D

12” Squares
SKU: FG12SQ

17” x 8.5” Rectangle
SKU: FG17R

18” Diameter
SKU: FG18D

18” Squares
SKU: FG18SQ

23.5” x 12” Rectangle
SKU: FG23R

24” Diameter
SKU: FG24D

24” Squares
SKU: FG24SQ

FLOOR GRAPHICS
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Enclosures are fabricated from high-impact resistant material in 3 standard colors:

- White
- Slate grey
- Black

An inset on face of cover allows for every unit’s faceplate to be customized. A number of printed substrates, from dye-sublimated metal, to luxurious veneers and laminates make for myriad possibilities.

CONTACTLESS SANITIZERS
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*SANITIZER SOLUTION NOT INCLUDED*
These sleek displays with integrated touchless hand sanitizer dispenser are designed to fit seamlessly into any environment.

Unit is ACM, finished in matte white or black, and includes a weighted, non-porous, avonite stone base and matching accent cap.

More elaborately branded versions with full coverage printing, dimensional lettering, and more are available by quotation.

Inquire for cost of custom features and options.

**Pricing**

**1-10 units:**
- matte black: **$453.75ea**
- matte white: **$422.50ea**

**11-99 units:**
- matte black: **$417.45ea**
- matte white: **#388.70ea**

**100+ units:**
- matte black: **$363ea**
- matte white: **$338ea**

**SANITIZER TOTEMS**
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FEATURES & SPECIFICATIONS

- Durable steel construction in 3 standard finishes, black, champagne, and white.

- Features such as custom colors, printed logos, mask dispensers, acrylic partitions, or dual-sided sanitizing units are available, inquire for moq.

- Brandable with cut-cut vinyl, or magnetic graphics.
- Integrated slot for glove dispenser.

- Includes a decorative cover for the sanitizer unit and matching removable refuse bin.

- Automated sanitizer unit uses high-yield foam, four times more efficient than standard liquid, and runs on batteries.

CUSTOM SANITIZER TOTEMS
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These kiosks combine a contactless hand sanitizing station with an infrared thermal sensor, enabling employees and visitors to monitor their temperatures and ensure their hands are clean throughout the day.

- Integrated 8” HD display provides instant temperature readouts and optional facial recognition results, even with a mask on.
- Touchless hand sanitizer has 1200ml fluid capacity with a refillable reservoir.
- Suitable for high-yield foam sanitizer fluid.
- Thermal sensitivity from 86°F to 113°F, with ± 0.5° tolerance.
- Built-in Android OS.

TEMPERATURE AND SANITIZER KIOSKS
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These temperature scanners contain an infrared thermal sensor and camera combination, enabling employees and visitors to monitor their temperatures and ensure they are safely beneath a set threshold before entering a location.

- Integrated 8” HD display provides instant temperature readouts and optional facial recognition results, even with a mask on.
- No-touch scanning reduces risks of cross-contamination.
- Thermal sensitivity from 50°F to 108°F, with ± 0.5°F tolerance.
- Can be wall mounted or attached to a table or floor stand (sanitizer dispenser optional)
- Can take multiple readings simultaneously.

TEMPERATURE AND SANITIZER KIOSKS
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A digital gatekeeper system uses cameras or "time-of-flight" sensors to determine how many occupants are in a space at any given time. The data collected can then be used in concert with Duggal’s CMS platform to trigger messaging in real-time; informing visitors whether or not it is safe to enter the space.

Gatekeepers can also be configured to send push notifications to designated personnel. Cleaning staff can be alerted to a shared space that needs to be sanitized, or a security officer allocated to a particularly high-traffic area.

- Depending on use case, existing USB or POE camera systems already onsite may be used.
- Alternative sensors that are inherently anonymous, and blend seamlessly into the space can be used for a more refined aesthetic.
- Existing digital signage displays can be repurposed for occupancy messaging.

**DIGITAL GATE KEEPER**
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- Real-time Entrance Manager
- Compatible with Digital Signage
- Audio Message Capabilities
- Power Over Ethernet (POE)
- Controls Occupancy
- Real-time Data

DIGITAL GATE KEEPER
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Duggal’s premium multi-layer masks are made from a soft, printable, fabric.

The cotton/polyester combination is breathable, washable, and includes a pouch for an optional activated charcoal filter that provides a more effective barrier than other masks.

The 2.5 in PM2.5 refers to the size of airborne pollutants in micrometers.

Particulate matter 2.5 micrometers or smaller is considered especially harmful because it can intrude into the lungs, or even directly into the bloodstream once inhaled.

These masks are effective without the filters, but have an increased ability to reduce these harmful pollutants when filters are used.

These fabric masks are not medical grade, but are still recommended by the CDC as they "advise the use of simple cloth face coverings to slow the spread of the virus and help people who may have the virus and do not know it from transmitting it to others."

- 6.5” x 5” fully printable area with dye-sublimation.
- blocks up to 90% of contaminants with optional PM2.5 activated charcoal filter.
- elastic ear loops make for a close, comfortable fit.
- available with black or white loops.

**PREMIUM FACE MASKS • MULTI-LAYER, PRINTABLE FACE COVERINGS**
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Bring your message to life with our snap frames. Deliver a brilliant graphic display, even distribution of light, and energy savings. Each frame is custom cut and assembled, allowing you to select the appropriate frame size and finish for your project. With 14 finishes in stock and ready to ship, these frames are a perfect fit for retail, hospitality, and fine art applications.

1.25" Snap frame with printed graphic included

- 1 - 22" x 28" = $135 ea
- 1 - 30" x 40" = $230 ea
- 1 - 24" x 36" = $180 ea
SPECIFICATIONS

Overall Size (W x H x D) 22.4” x 31.5” x 19.0”
Visual Area (W x H) 20.5” x 27”
Media Size (W x H) 22” x 28”
Max. Media Thickness .375”
Loading Method Slide-In (Top)
Features Double-Sided
Weight 11.5 LBS
Material Steel
Finish Black

WAYFINDING • A-FRAMES
DUGGAL VISUAL SOLUTIONS • 63 Flushing Avenue, Building 25, Brooklyn, NY 11205 • innolab@duggal.com • www.duggal.com
Customizable vending machine to dispense PPE and sanitary products or other items of your choice.

Payment Options: Bill acceptor & credit card compatible
Misc: Can be free-vend or token based
Size: 72"H x 33.5"W x 35"D
Shelves: QTY (6) Shelves
Selections: QTY (36 - 48) variable
Capacity: QTY (360 - 480) variable
Power: Standard 110 - 115 VAC

Pricing
Base Unit: $6,426.75 / unit
(w/ Bill Acceptor & CC Reader)
Graphics: Pricing TBD on design
Packout / Shipping: Pricing TBD on QTY & locations
Misc: Internal contents NOT included, however available for purchase to pack out with each machine

PPE VENDING MACHINE
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